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Schedule 4.1 - Fixed charges for consent inspections/monitoring

Step rAmount'
4.1..1, s60 Compliance monitoring charge for consents requiring reporting of

commencement and/or completion of works, or for each single minor report
due during the current financial year (e.g. CSWA logs, bore logs, pond

construction reports, inactive water takes).

4.7.2 5:as Discharge permit monitoring charge relating to the disposal of dairy and

piggery effluent. The number of inspections is determined In accordance with
the individual consents and the likelihood of significant adverse effects from
the activity ir"npacting on the environment. Cost is per inspection urrdertaken.

4.1.3 S:ss Wintering Pads - inspection of operation of wintering pads. lf the consent

covers both wintering pad and dairy shed effluent, both require inspection in

any year.

4.7.4 ses lnspection for whitebait stands other than the Hollyford and Awarua Rivers.

4.7.5 Szoo lnspection for whitebait stands on the Hollyford and Awarua Rivers.

4.1.6 s0.51/m' For the supervision, inspection/monitoring and administration of all activities

associated with gravel extraction in the beds of rivers. All charges associated

with alluvial gravel extraction which are specified in any inspection/
monitoring schedule are recovered via this fee.

4.7.7 S1,ooo The non-provision or inadequate provision of resource consent condition

data/information. by a consent holder in accordance with their consent'

4.1.8 Ssoo For the receipt and processing of large volume* irrigation water take

data/information.

4.7.9 Srzo For the receipt and processing of small to medium volume* irrigation water

take data/information.

4.7.\O Sgo plus

laboratory
fees

Water sampling result analysis when combined with a discharge permit

inspection.* *

4.7.7L Szao plus

laboratory
fees* * *

Surface water sampling result analysis when not combined with an effluent

discharge consent inspection.**

4.1.12 5210 plus

laboratory
fees

Groundwater sampling costs with sample taken.

4.7.L3 S 17s Groundwater sampling costs with no sample taken
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Classification of Consents - Groundwater and surface water takes are individually

rated as large or small to medium based on consideration of the following factors:

L. water takes for dairy operation are considered medium to small;

Z. size of extraction - if water taken is greater than 5 litres/second, it will be

classified as large unless the annual consented volume of the take is below
100,000 m3.

3. Schedule 4.2 will apply to the processing, recording and compliance monitoring

of information required by water take consents that are for industrial purposes.

Excludes travel costs and field staff costs, but includes database entries and

administrative activities. All fees are charged on a per action or inspection basis.

On occasions, either due to officer discretion or physical conditions, it is not possible

to take a sample. ln these circumstances, only the base fee will be charged.
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